Face-Mix Mixer

Haarup batching and mixing plants for the concrete industry since 1964

Haarup Face-Mix Mixer
Haarup raise the standard again
For production of face-mix concrete for paving stones, Haarup has introduced a face-mix
concrete series of face-mix mixers in the sizes 300 litres, 500 litres and 750 litres. The face-mix
concrete series include some uniquely developed modifications for face-mix concrete, which
ensure demanding face-mix concrete mixes of highest quality in an economically efficient way
with Haarup’s known mixer quality.

New cover lids in the face-mix mixer

The mixer cover is smooth on
the inside to reduce the buildup of materials.

The suspension arms of the
gearbox are designed for inlets
so that access to service and
cleaning is the best possible.

New mixing tools for face-mix concrete
The VM face-mix mixer is
equipped with a special spider
with 3 mixing arms for intensive
mix of face-mix concrete.

Extra thin steel side scraper
with a new design to optimise
the production of face-mix
concrete.
Special shovels with a
selfcleaning effect which
minimise the build-up of
materials on the surface.
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Special water batching for face-mix concrete

Water batching takes place
through the mixing pan so
that the upper part remains
dry. Hereby a quickly and
homogeneously mixed facemix concrete is also obtained.

The water nozzles of the face-mix
mixer can also be equipped with
specially developed air/water
valves for efficient cleaning of the
nozzles with air.
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Your partner for the concrete industry
- From ideas to conclusions
Haarup have the equipment, know-how and expertise required by the concrete industry. This ensures an
optimum solution and the necessary security when investing. Haarup are your natural choice when investing
in all types of batching and mixing plants.
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